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Abstract. The specification of abstract data types requires the possibility to treat exceptions and
errors. We present an approach allowing all forms of error handling: error introduction, error
propagation and error recovery. The algebraic semantics of our method and a new correctness
criterion are given. We also introduce an operational semanti es of a subdass of our specifications
which coincides with the algebraic semantics.
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1. lntroduction

Abstract data types offer promising tools for the specification and implementation
of programs. Research in this field has been initiated by Guttag [9] and Liskov and
Zilles [11]. Pleasant features of the method are that it is well-founded algebraically
[1, 3, 4, 16] and operationally [14, 10, 13, 15] and that it is asound basis for specification 1anguages.
The problern of handling exceptions and errors in abstract data types has been
studied in [6, 1, 7, 8, 12, 2] and an operational treatment has been given in [5].
We here modify the approach of Engels et al. [5] and study the algebraic and
operational semantics of specifications allowing error and exception handling. We
distinguish syntactically between error introducing and normal functions and allow
two different types of variables for the same sort. Thus all forms of error and
exception handling, i.e., error introduction, error propagation and error recovery,
may be treated. We avoid the strict propagation of errors as in [1, 7, 12], the
transformation of axioms via new operations as in [1] and the introduction of a
semi-lattice structure on the set of sorts as in [8].
Section 2 gives an informal introduction to our method. In Sections 3 and 4 we
present the algebraic semantics of our specifications. Section 5 gives a new correctness criterion and Section 6 introduces the operational semantics of a subdass of
0304-3975/84/$3.00
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our specifications and shows that it coincides with the algebraic semantics. Appendices A and B offer more examples.

2. The basic idea

The natural numbers are an example of a simple data type, which needs error
and exception handling. We are going to use the natural numbers in different versions
throughout the paper.
Example 2.1. To specify the natural numbers we need the following functions:

0: ~nat
pred, succ: nat ~ nat
plus, tim es: nat x nat ~ nat.
The axioms are given by
pred(succ(n)) = n
pred(O) = error
plus(O, n) = n
plus(succ(n ), m) = succ(plus(n, m))
times(O, n) = 0
times(succ(n), m) = plus(m, times(n, m)).

(Al)
(A2)
(A3)
(A4)
(A5)
(A6)

But what is the semantics of an axiom like pred(O) = error? If we treat 'error' as an
extra constant in nat, we will find times(O, pred(O)) = times(O, error) = 0 and so the
introduced error has been forgotten by axiom (A5). This might suggest the idea that
errors should propagate and so we could add the following axioms:
succ( error) = error
pred(error) = error
plus(error, n) = error
plus(n, error) = error
tim es( error, n) = error
times(n, error) = error.

(EI)
(E2)
(E3)
(E4)
(E5)
(E6)

But unfortunately we did not really specify what we had intended, because unwanted
contradictions occur. 0 = times(O, error) = error holds due to equations (A5) and (E6)
and so succ"(O) = error for every n E N 0 due to (El). (This critical problern was first
pointed out in [1].) There are other reasons which do not support the idea of strict
error propagation. For example, consider a Straightforward specification of the
factorial function on the natural numbers:
fac(n) = if(eq(n, 0), succ(O), times(n, fac(pred(n)))).
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With the error propagation idea in mind we will find
fac( 0) = if( eq(O, 0), succ(O), times(O, fac(pred(O))))
= if(true, succ(O), times(O, fac( error)))
=if(true, succ(O), times(O, error))
= if(true, succ(O), error) = error.
We present an approach which allows all forms of error handling, i.e. error
introduction, error propagation and error recovery, to be treated in an easy way
and which avoids difficulties like the above. Our main instruments are:
- the partition of the carrier sets into a normal and an error part,
- the syntactical classification offunctions into those which introduce errors in normal
situations and those which preserve ok states, and
- the introduction of two types of variables. The firsttype will serve for non error
situations only, the other for ok and exceptional states as weil.
Example 2.2. We give a specification for the intended natural number algebra
including an error constant.

0: __,. nat
succ: nat __,. nat
pred : nat __,. nat: unsafe
plus, tim es: nat x nat __,. nat
error: __,. nat: unsafe.
Functions, which might introduce errors and error constants, unsafe functions as
we call them, are indicated in the signature by ":unsafe". The other functions are
called ok functions.
The signature gives a classification for all terms t. If an unsafe function occurs in
t, it is not known whether an error might be introduced or not and so t is viewed
as a possible error and called unsafe term. If only ok functions occur in t, we know
t corresponds to a natural number. In this case, t is ·called an ok term.
We mark pred as an unsafe function, because it introduces an error when applied
to the ok value 0. For the functions succ, plus and times we know that they will
return ok values when they are applied to such ones.
The ok part of the intended carrier set are terms of the form succn (0) with n E N 0
corresponding to the natural numbers. The error part of the carrier set are terms in
which the function symbol 'error' occurs. These terms can be seen as error messages
informing about illegal application of pred to 0.
We now use ok variables n and m which means they serve for non error situations
only, i.e., only for ok terms. The axioms are exactly (Al)-(A6) of Example 2.1, but
there are semantical differences. It is not allowed to substitute for example the term
'error' for variable n in axiom (A5) and therefore the difficulties described in
Example 2.1 do not occur.
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Now the following identities hold:
- pred(succ(succ(pred(succ(O))))) =pred(succ(succ(O))) = succ(O).
Pieasenote it is not allowed to substitute succ(pred(succ(O))) into the ok variable
n in axiom (Al), but we may substitute the semantically equivalent term succ(O).
This will be clarified later.
- times(O, pred(O)) =times(O, error).
No further simplifications can be made on the last term, because axiom (A5)
cannot be applied. The term can be seen as an error message within its environment.

3. Algebras with ok predicates

In this and the following two sections we show how the results of Goguen et al.
[1] carry over to our notion of algebra. The syntax of our many-sorted algebras with
ok predicates is defined via a signature, which gives names corresponding to the
sorts of the carrier sets and to the operations on these sets. Our carrier sets are not
homogeneous, because we want to distinguish between normal situations and exceptions. Forthis reason the signature for an algebra with ok predicates identifies those
function symbols which correspond to operations introducing errors in normal
situations. Therefore, there are ok predicates on function symbols and ok predicates
on each sort.
Definition 3.1. A signature (with ok predicates) is a quintuple (S,
ok~), where
(a) S is a set (of sorts), ~ is a set (of function symbols) and
(b) arity, sort and ok;,; are the following mappings:

~.

arity, sort,

arity: ~ ~ S*,
sort: ~ ~ S,
ok.2 : ~ ~ BOOL.
- A signature (S, ~. arity, sort, ok:d will often be denoted by ~ only.
- Given a function symbol if, arity( if) = s 1. .. sn derrotes the sorts of the arguments,
sort( if) = s gives the result sort. This is written as if: sl x · · · x sn ~ s.
- ok.2 ( (J") = TRUE means (J" is an ok function syrnbol, while ok.2 ( (J") = F ALSE indicates
an unsafe function syrnbol. The notion of ok and unsafe functions will be made
clear by the following definition.
Definition 3.2. Let signature ~ be given. A ~-algebra (with ok predicates) is a triple
(A, F, okA), where
(a) A = (AslsES is an S-indexed family of sets,
(b) F=(ifAlcrEI is a ~-indexed family of functions, for every function symbol
if: sl X· · · X sn ~ s we have a function ifA: As 1 X· · ·X Asn~ A" and
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( c) okA = (ok,)sES is an S-indexed family ofpredicates, oks: As ~ BooL, suchthat
(d) for every function symbol u:slX···Xsn~s with ok:!:(u)=TRUE and
(al, ... , an) E As 1 X··· X Asn with oks;(ai) = TRUE for i = 1, ... , n, we have
oks((TA(al, ... , an))= TRUE.
-Parts (a) and (b) correspond to carrier sets and functions of the conventional
notion of algebras without ok predicates.
- A .l'-algebra (A, F, okA) will often be denoted by A only. Whenever no ambiguity
arises, we will omit indices of the predicates: for a function symbol u, ok( u)
means ok:!: ( u) and, for a E A., ok( a) means oks( a ). If ok( u) = TRUE hc;>lds, we
call u A an ok function, otherwise an unsafe function.
- For a E A., oks(a) = TRUE will mean a is an ok element of A., otherwise it is
called error element. The ok predicates split the carrier sets into an ok part Aak
and an error part Aerr:
Aok,s = {a
Aerr,s = {a

E

E

A loks(a) = TRUE},

A loks(a) = FALSE}.

For the application we have in mind the ok elements correspond to normal
situations, while the error elements indicate exceptional states.
- Part (d) ofthe definition requires that okfunctions yield ok valuesfor ok arguments,
or in other words, only unsafe functions may introduce errors when applied to
normal situations. Because we have to treat these unsafe functions carefully, we
distinguish them syntactically from ok functions. This guarantees that whenever
an expression consisting only of ok functions is applied to ok arguments, it will
result in an ok element. For expressions including unsafe functions this is not
known.
- Every algebra with ok predicates can also be interpreted as a conventional algebra
without ok predicates by just omitting the predicates. On the other hand, every
conventional algebra without ok predicates can be made into an algebra with ok
predicates by demanding all functions to be ok functions and all elements to be
ok elements. The same holds for signatures.
- The notion of partial algebra may be embedded into the notion of algebra with
ok predicates by making all partially defined operations into unsafe functions,
completing them using bottom elements _Ls for every s E S and then interpreting
these elements as the only error elements in the algebra.
Example 3.3. We describe the natural numbers together with an extra error element,
which is introduced because we want to apply the predecessor function to 0. Let
S = {bool, nat} be the set of sorts. (The sort 'bool' used here is of course different
from the meta-sort 'BooL' used in the previous definitions.) The set of function
symbols together with their arity and sort are denoted conventionally in a list. Unsafe
function symbolswill be indicated by ":unsafe".
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false, true: ~ bool
0: ~nat
succ: nat ~ nat
pred: nat ~ nat: unsafe
negative: ~ nat: unsafe
if: bool x nat x nat ~ nat.
The carrier sets and the ok predicates on them are given by
Aboo! =

{J, t}

okboor(b) =TRUE
oknat(n) = (n

E

N 0 ).

The functions corresponding to the function symbols are defined by
falseA:~f

:~o

n+ 1 if n E N 0 ,
succA:n~

predA:

n~

{

{

enat

if n

n -1

if n E N,

enat

if n = 0 or n = ena"

.
{ nl
1fA: (b, nl, n2)~ n2

=

enab

if b = t,
if b = f

predA is an unsafe function, because only for some ok arguments it yields ok results,
for the ok value 0 it returns the error element enat· In this sense we call predA an
error introduction function. Of course, negativeA is unsafe as well, but all others
functions are ok, because for ok inputs they yield ok results. We call ifA an error
recovery function, because for some error arguments (that means at least one of the
arguments is an error element) it returns an ok result, e.g., ifA( t, 0, enat) = 0. succA
is a strict function, in thesensethat ok arguments return ok values and error arguments
return error values. negativeA, returning always error elements, is an error function.
For every signature .I we define the term algebra with ok predicates in the
following way.
Definition 3.4. Let signature .I be given. The .I-term algebra (TI, FI, ok T) is defined
by:
(a) (TI, PI) is the conventional term algebra without ok predicates. TI = ( TslsES·
F = (uTla-EI·
(b) okT=(okJsES·
oks(t) = {

FALSE

if an unsafe function symbol occurs in t,

TRUE

otherwise.
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- A term is an ok term if and only if all function symbols occurring in the term are
ok function symbols.
- Our term algebras are well defined, that means TE is a 2'-algebra with ok predicates
satisfying part ( d) of Definition 3.2: Given an ok function symbol u: sl x · · · x sn--'>
s and ok terms ti of sort si for i = 1, ... , n (i.e., only ok function symbols occur
in ti), then uy(tl, ... , tn) = u(tl, ... , tn) is of course an ok term.
Example 3.5. For the signature of Example 3.3 the term algebra is described by the
following context-free productions, where L is the generated language.

(bool)
(nat)

:: = falseltrue
:: = 0

Inegative Isucc( (nat)) Ipred( (nat)) I

if( (bool), (nat), (nat))
= L((bool))

Tbool
okbool(b)

=TRUE

Tnat

=

L((nat))

=

{FALSE
TRUE

if negative or pred occur in r,
otherwise.

For example, if(true, 0, succ(O)) is an ok term and pred(succ(O)), pred(O) or
if( true, 0, negative) are error elements in the term algebra.
2'-algebras with ok predicates may be compared by structure preserving mappings
called 2'-algebra morphisms.
Definition 3.6. Let 2'-algebras (Al, Fl, okA 1 ), (A2, F2, okA2 ) be given. An S-indexed
family of functions h = (hslsES• hs: Als--'> A2s is called 2'-algebra morphism if:
(a) h is a morphism between Aland A2, viewed as algebras without ok predicates,
and
(b) for s ES and a E A" okA 1 (a) implies okAAhs(a)).
A morphism is called injective (respectively surjective) if every hs is injective
(respectively surjective ).
A morphism is called strict if, for s ES and a E Al" okA 1 (a) = okAAhs(a)).

- Because ofthe additional predicate structure on signatures and algebras we require
in part (b) that no ok element may be mapped onto an error element or in other
words that the ok property for elements is preserved.
- The isomorphisms are the injective, surjective and strict morphisms. The strictness
property is necessary, because we do not only want the operational structure but
also the predicate structure to be respected by isomorphisms.
- hok and herr denote the restriction of h to ok and error elements.
hok = (hok,slsES•

herr = (herr,slsES,

hok,s ; Al ok,s--'> A2ok,s.
herr,s; Al err,s--'> A2s.
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For strict morphisms we can denote herr,s of course by
herr,s ; AJ err,s ~ A2err,s·
Example 3.7. The following is an example of a morphism between algebras with
ok predicates and a motivation for the freedom of allowing error elements to be
mapped to ok elements. We give a morphism from the term algebra of Example 3.5
into the algebra of Example 3.3. It is the uniquely determined morphism between
these algebras taken without ok predicates.
hbool : Tbool

hnat;

~

Abool

false
true

~f

Tnat

~Anal

0

~o

~~

negative
1---7- enat
succ(t)
~ SUCCA (hnat( t))
pred(t)
~ predA( hnat( t))
if(b, tl, t2) ~ifA(hbool(b), hnat(tl), hnat(t2)).
h respects the Operations and h preserves ok elements, which can be seen directly
. from its definition. What h does is simply that it sends a term to the corresponding value in A when the term is evaluated. So succ(succ(O)) will naturally be
mapped to 2 and, of course, the error (or unsafe) terms pred(succ(succ(O))),
if(true, 0, negative) and pred(O) will result in 1, 0 and enat• respectively.

The next theorem will show that this morphism is the only morphism between
such algebras, i.e., our term a1gebras are initial.
Theorem 3.8. Let signature .J:, term algebra TI and .J:-algebra A be given. Then there
exists a unique morphism h : T2: ~ A, or, in other words, T2: is initial in the class of all
.J:-algebras.
Proof. We already know from Goguen et al. [1] that there exists a unique morphism
h : T2: ~ A viewed as a mapping between algebras without ok predicates.

if t = u,

(J :

~

s,

if t= u(tl, ... , tn),
u: sJ x · · · x sn ~ s.
We have to prove that this mapping is a morphism between algebras with ok
predicates as weil, i.e., part (b) of our morphism definition holds. By induction on
the depth of terms, we show that, for each t E T2:,, ok( t) implies ok(h( t)).
Let t = u, u: ~ s. If okrs( u) = TRUE, then ok2: ( u) = TRUE and therefore TRUE =
okA,s ( u A) = okA,s ( hs ( u)) according to the definition of algebra part ( d) and the
definition of h.
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Let t = if(tl, ... , tn), if: sl X··· Xsn-:> s. Ifokrs(t) =TRUE holds, then
TRUE and okT,s;(ti) = TRUE for i = 1, ... , n. This implies
OkA,s(h5 (t))

=

OkA,s(hs(u(tJ, ... , tn))

=

OkA,s(ifA(hsl(tl), ... , hsn(tn))) =TRUE
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ok~(if) =

according to. the definition of h, the induction assumption and the definition of
algebra part (d). 0

4. Specifications

An important difference between our specification technique and the usual algebraic specification without error handling is that we introduce two different types
of variables for the same sort. Variables of the first type will serve for the ok part
of the corresponding carrier set only, variables of the second type for the whole
carrier set.
Definition 4.1. Let signature 1: be given. A tuple (V, ok v) is called a set of variables
(with ok predicates) for 1: if:
(a) V= ( Vs)sES is an S-indexed, pairwise disjoint family of sets (of variables),
each Vs disjoint from 2, and
(b) okv=(okv,s)sEs, okv,s: Vs-:>BOOL is an S-indexed family ofpredicates.

- A set of variables (V, okv) is often denoted by V only.
- When no ambiguity arises, ok( v) means okv,s( v) for v E Vs. In analogy to ok and
unsafe functions we use the notions of ok and unsafe variables.
Definition 4.2. Let signature 1:, 1:-algebra A and variables V be given. An assignment
to ( or interpretation of) the variables is an S-indexed family of functions I= Us>sEs,
Is: Vs-:> As such that okv,s( v) implies oks(Is( v)) for s ES and v E Vs.

- If ok( v) = TRuE holds, it is not allowed to assign an error element to v, ok( v)
F ALSE indicates that v may hold ok or error values.
Example 4.3. We give variables for the signature of Example 3.3.
Vbool

=

0

ok(n) =TRUE

Vnat = {n, n+}
ok(n+) = FALSE.

Assignments into the algebra of Example 3.3 are
Inat: n >--? 154
Inat: n >--? 154

n+ >--? 154

=
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But the following mapping is not an assignment:
n+~

154.

Definition 4.4. Let signature 2: and variables V be given. The extended signature
(S, 2:( V), aritY.l;cv), sorticvh okicv>) is defined as follows:
(a) 1:( V) =2: U UsES V"
(b) arity I( v)( u) = if u rc Vs then E eise arity( u) fi,
( c) sort.EC v)( u) = if u rc Vs then s eise sort( u) fi,
(d) ok.E(v)(u) = if u rc Vs then okv,s(u) eise ok~(u) fi.
- Variables are treated as constants of the according type.
- (TI( v), Fic v), okT,.E(v)) is a 2: ( V)-algebra, but we want to treat it as a 1:-algebra.
So we omit the variables from the signature, leaving the carrier sets and predicates
unchanged, and we forget the Operations corresponding to the variables as weil.
the resulting algebra is denoted by TI (V).
We next show that for our notion of algebra and morphism there always exist
free algebras.
Lemma 4.5. Let signature 2:, variables V, 2:-algebra A and assignment I: V~ A be
given. Ihen there is a unique 2:-algebra morphisrn J : T.E ( V) ~ A, that extends I in the
sensethat Is(v) = ls(v) for s ES and v E Vs.
Proof. There is a unique ! viewed as a morphism between algebras without ok
predicates. This ! is a morphism due to our definition as weil. We have to show
that ok(!(t)) =TRUE is valid for every ok term t.
lf t rc T.E, then ok(! ( t)) = TRUE holds, because T2: is initial.
If t E TI (V)- T.E, then there are s E S and v rc Vs occurring in t and, for ail variables
v in t, ok( v) = TRUE holds. This implies ok( I ( v)) = TRUE and because t is an ok
term, all function symbols u occurring in t have ok( u) = TRUE. So there are only
ok functions applied to ok elements and Ais of course a 1:-algebra. So ok(!(t)) =
TRuE holds. D
The notions of 2:-equation and of equations satisfied by a 1:-algebra are defined
as usual. A congruence on an algebra with ok predicates is just an algebra congruence.
But please note that our definition of assignment implies that there is a restriction
to the Substitution of variables. An equation may be valid although it does not hold
for error elements substituted for ok variables. Such an equation had been given in
Example 2.2 with axiom (AS).
Exampie 4.6. Let n, nl + and n2+ be variables of sort nat with ok( n) = TRUE and
ok(nl +) = ok( n2+) = FALSE. Then the algebra of Example 3.3 satisfies the following
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equations (among others):
pred(succ(n)) = n
pred(O) =negative
if(false, nl +, n2+) = n2+
if(true, nl+, n2+) = nl+
succ(negative) =negative
pred(negative) =negative.
But, for example, the equation
succ(pred( n)) = n

Given a ~-algebra A and a congruence relation = on it, the quotient A/= of A
by == can be made into a ~-algebra with ok predicates by defining the carrier sets
and operations in the usual way and by letting a class be ok if and only if there is
an ok element of the algebra in it. In this sense, TRUE dominates FALSE with respect
to the ok predicate of a class.
Definition 4.7. Let signature ~. ~-algebra A and congruence = = (= s>sES be given.
(a) (A/=, FA;~) derrotes the usual quotient of an algebra by a congruence relation
on it.
(b) okA;~ = (ok~)sES is an S-indexed family of predicates.
ok~

_ {TRUE
s([a])·
FALSE

if there is a b E [ a] with okA.s ( b) = TRUE,
otherwise.

We now have to show that our quotient really is a
Lemma 4.8. (A/=,

FA;~, okA;~)

is a

~-algebra

~-algebra

with ok predicates.

with ok predicates.

Proof. We already know A/= is a ~-algebra without okpredicates. So we only prove:
For every u: sl x · · · x sn ~ s with oki ( u) = TRUE and every ai E Asi with
ok~,s;([ ai]) = TRUE for i = I, ... , n we have
ok~,s(uA;~([aJ],

... , [an])) =TRUE.

ok~,sJ[ai])

= TRUE implies there are bi E: [ai] and okA,s;(bi) = TRUE. It follows that
okA,s(O'A(bl, ... , bn)) =TRUE holds. So we have
ok~,s(O'A;~([al],

=

... , [an]))= ok~,s(O'A;~([bJ], ... , [bn]))

ok~,s([uA( bl,

... , bn)]) = okA,s(O'A( bl, ... , bn)) = TRUE.

0
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For a given set of equations E with variables the induced set of constant equations
E(T:E) and the generatedleast congruence relation denoted by =E =<=E)sEs are
defined in the usual way. There always exists such a E since we know that there
always is a least congruence generated by a given relation if we deal only with
algebras without ok predicates and our congruence definition did not involve the
predicates. For brevity we often denote == E by == and a = E,sb by a = b if no
ambiguities arise.

=

Example 4.9. If we look at the equations of Example 4.6, we find that the following
pairs are in E ( T.JJnat due to the first equation:

(pred(succ(O)), 0)
(pred(succ(succ(O))), succ(O)).
But the following pairs are not in E ( T2: )nat:
(pred(succ(negativ-e)), negative)
(pred(succ(pred(succ(O))) ), pred(succ(O) )).
On the other hand, the last pair is in the congruence relation generated by E ( T2:):
(pred(succ(O) ), 0) E: E ( T2: )nat~pred(succ(O)) = 0~
succ(pred(succ(O))) = succ(O)~
pred(succ(pred(succ(O)))) == pred(succ(O)) == 0.

The pleasant thing about out approach to error and exception handling is that
the fundamental initiality result of Goguen et al. [1] is still valid.
Theorem 4.10. T2 I== E is initial in the class of all ~-algebras satisfying E, i.e., given
a ~-algebra A, which satisfies E, we have a unique morphism g: T:1:l E--? A.

=

Remark. T2 I= E is denoted by T:E,E and called the quotient term algebra.
Proof of Theorem 4.10. We know T2 is initial in the class of all
therefore we have unique morphisms hE and hA:

T:E,E

~-algebras

and

------------~A

g

We define g([t]) := hA(t). g is independent of representatives, it respects the
operations and is unique. The proof is analogous to the initiality proof for algebras
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without ok predicates. So we only have to show condition (b) of our morphism
definition is valid for this g.
If oki,E ([t]) = TRUE holds, we know there is a t' E [t] with okT(t') = TRUE. So we
conclude
okA(g([t])) = okA(g([t'])) = okA(hA(t')) = TRuE,
because of the independency of representatives and the definition of g and the
requirement that a morphism has to respect the ok property. 0
Example 4.11. The quotient of T1: in Example 3.5 by the equations in Example 4.6
is isomorphic to the algebra of natural numbers in Example 3.3.
Example 4.12. We want to explain exactly how the quotient term algebra of Example
2.2 looks. The operation declarations had been given by (we use 'negative' instead
of 'error'):
0:--" nat

succ: nat--'> nat
negative:--" nat: unsafe
pred : nat--'> nat : unsafe
plus, tim es: nat x nat--'> nat.
The equations E had used ok variables n and m of sort nat:
pred(succ(n)) = n
pred(O) =negative
plus(O, n) = n
plus(succ(n), m) = succ(plus(n, m))
times(O, n) = 0
times(succ(n), m) = plus(m, times(n, m)).

(Al)
(A2)
(A3)
(A4)
(A5)
(A6)

We give a description of T2:,E by means of a canonical term algebra. Every congruence
class will be represented by a word of the context-free languages defined by the
following productions:
(ok-nat) :: = ülsucc((ok-nat))
(err-nat) :: =negative Isucc( (err-nat)) Ipred( (err-nat)) I
plus( (err-nat), (nat)) I
plus( (ok-nat), (err-nat)) I
tim es( (err-nat), (nat)) I
times( (ok-nat), (err-nat))
(nat)
:: = (ok-nat) I(err-nat)
= L((ok-nat))
TI,E,nat,ok
T.L,E,nat,err = L((err-nat)).
The ok part of the carrier set represents the natural numbers, the error elements
can be seen as error messages informing about illegal applications ofthe predecessor
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function to 0. Examples of operation applications are
pred~.E (succ(O))

=0
pred~.e(O) =negative
pred~.e(negative) = pred(negative)
plus~.e (succ(O), succ(O)) = succ(succ(O))
times~.e(O, succ(O)) = 0
times~.E (0, negative)= times(O, negative).
Pieasenote equation (AS) is valid and

times~.e(O,

negative) evaluates not to 0.

Example 4.13. Appendix A gives the obligatory stack example this time including
exception handling.

We now know that for given signature ~. variables V and equations E there
always exists an initial ~-algebra which can be chosen as a standard sernantics. So
we put together signatures, variables and equations as usual, getting a specification.
Definition 4.14. A specification is a triple (~, V, E), where ~ is a signature with ok
predicates, V is a set of variables with ok predicates and E is a set of ~-equations.

5. Correctness of specifications

The usual notion of correctness of specifications-the isomorphism between the
specified algebra and the given model-is somewhat too strong for our purpose.
Our main interest lies in the ok part of the carrier sets. If we look at Example 4.12,
we would not like the whole bunch of error elements to appear in our model. The
main thing about terms like succ(negative) and pred(negative) is that they are error
elements and it is not important here that they are different. So we allow different
error elements of the specified algebra to be identified in our model.
Definition 5.1. Let specification (~, V, E) and ~-algebra A be given. (~, V, E) ts
called correct with respect to A if:
(a) there is a strict morphism h: T:>: E-;. A, such that
(b) hok: T:>:,E,ok-;. Aok is bijective, and
( c) herr: TI,E,err ~ Aerr is surjective.
(~, V, E) is strongly correct with respect to A if it is correct with respect to A and
the morphism h is an isomorphism.

- We permit that the morphism h identifies certain error elements, as long as the
operational structure on the ok and error part is preserved. Because there may
be more error elements in the specified algebra than in the model, the specification
may define a somewhat richer algebra than the model.
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- The conventional notion of correctness of specifications for algebras without ok
predicates may be embedded into this correctness criterion, because then we only
deal with ok functions and ok elements and so T~.E,err = Aerr = 0.
- Of course, sometimes it is necessary for the specification of a given model to
introduce new sorts and operations that are not part of the modeL In this case
not T~,E but the reduct of T~,E with respect to the signature of the model will
be considered in the correctness criterion. We prefer our notion here for simplicity
of formalism.
Example 5.2. We give a correct specification for the algebra A defined in Example
3.3. The signature has been given by

false, true: __,. bool
0: __,. nat
succ: nat ~ nat
pred: nat ~ nat: unsafe
negative:...;. nat: unsafe
if: bool X nat X nat...;. nat.
The axioms E using ok variable n and unsafe variables nl + and n2+ of sort nat
are given by
pred(succ( n)) = n
pred(O) =negative
if(true, nl+, n2+) = nl+
if(false, nl +, n2+) = n2+.
Again we give a description of T~,E by means of a canonical term algebra using
the context-free languages defined by the following productions:
\bool)
\nat)
\nat-ok)
(nat-err)

:: = false Itrue
:: = \nat-ok) I(nat-err)
:: = 0 I succ( \nat-ok))
:: =negative Isucc( (nat-err)) Ipred( \nat-err) ).

T:1:, E ,bool, = L( \bool))
T~ E nat = L( (nat))

The operations in

T:J:,E

okbool ( b) = TRUE
oknat( n) = ( n E L( \nat-ok))).

are defined in the usual way, e.g.,

SUCC~ E: (>-'>SUCC(t)

succ"- 1 (0)
pred:J:,E : t >--'> negative
{
pred(t)

if t = succ"(O) and n > 0,
if t = 0,
if tEL( \nat-err) ).
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We now define
hbooi

a mapping h: TI,E ~ A:
: TI.E,booi ~ Abooi
true
~ t
false
~f

if t E L((nat-ok)), t = succn(O),
if t E L( {nat -err)).
To prove that h is a strict morphism, we have to show:
(1) h((J"I,E(al, ... , an))= (J"A(h(al), ... , h(an)) holds for every (J"E 2:.
(2) oki,E(a)=okA(h(a)) for sES and aEAs.
We prove (1) for pred, the other functions symbols may be treated in an analogaus
way: h (pred~,E( t)) = predA (h ( t) ).
We distinguish three cases for t:
Casel. tEL({nat-ok)) and t=succn(O) with n>O, h(predi,E(succn(O)))=
h (succn- 1 (0)) = n -l = predA(n) = predA (h(succn(O) ).
Case 2. t = 0, h(predi.dO)) = h(negative) =errat= predA(O) = predA(h(O)).
Case 3. t E L(<nat-err))' h (predr-,E ( t)) = h (pred( t)) = errat= pred A(errat) =
predA(h(t)).
The strictness of h, its bijectivity on the ok part and its surjectivity on the error part
can be seen directly from its definition. The specified algebra is correct with respect
to the algebra A of Example 3.3, although all error elements are mapped to the one
error element in A. If we want to get a strongly correct specification, we have to
add the equations succ(negative) =negative and pred(negative) =negative.
Example 5.3. In [1], a specification for the data type bool including error handling

and its correctness proof is given. We want to specify this data type with our method.
false, true: ~ boole
error: ~ boole: unsafe
not, ok: boole ~ boole
and: boole x boole ~ boole
ife: boole x boole x boole ~ boole.
The carrier set, the ok predicate and the Operations of our model are given by
Abooie =

{f, t, e}

ok( b) = ( b o6- e)

falseA:~f
trueA:~t

notA

b~{:

okA:b~G

if b = t,
if b = f,
if b = e,
if b = f or b = t,
if b = e,
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t if b = t and b' = t,
andA:(b,b')~ f
ifb,b'~eand(b=forb'=f),
{
e if b = e or b' = e,

b'
ife A.· (b ' b' ' b")~ b"
{
e

if b = t,
if b =f,'
if b = e.

The equations using ok variables b, bl and b2 and unsafe variables b+, bl + and
b2+ Iook like
not(true) = false
not(not( b)) = b
and(true, b) = b
and(false, b) = false
and(bl, b2) = and(b2, bl)
ife(true, bl +, b2+) = bl +
ife(false, bl +, b2+) = b2+
not(error) = error
and( error, b+) = error
and( b+, error) = error
ife( error, bl +, b2+) = error
ok(false) = true
ok(true) = true
ok( error) = false.

I* axioms for not *I
I* axioms for and *I
I* axioms for ife *I
I* error propagating axioms *I

I* axioms for ok *I

The specified algebra is strongly correct with respect to the given model. The error
propagating axioms are only needed because the function ok has to be defined
completely. lf we would delete the function ok from the signature, we could drop
the error propagating axioms and those for the function ok. This would result in a
shorter specification and it would cause the error part of our specified algebra to
blow up. But we could map all these error elements by the correctness morphism
onto the only error element in Aboole·
Thus a correct specification for the model algebra without the ok function will
consist only of axioms for normal situations.
Example 5.4. Appendix B gives a specification and a correctness proof for an error
recovery stack.

6. Operational semantics of specifications

A set of equations can be viewed as a set of rewrite rules interpreting equations
from left to right. By substituting constant terms for the variables we get a set of
constant rewrite rules. These rules determine a reduction process on terms which
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stops if none of the axioms can be applied further. In this way we give an operational
semantics for specifications which is well defined if the set of constant rewrite rules
has the finite Church-Rosser property.
In this section we show the following: For specifications allowing error and
exception handling and operationally well defined in the above sense the algebraic
and operational semantics coincide.
Definition 6.1. Let specification (1:, V, E) and the set of constant equations E ( T:J:)
be given . ....;. E = (....;. s lsES is the family of relations on T:J: defined as follows:
(a) If (t, t'/E E(TI)" then f....;.st'.
(b) If u:sl X··· Xsn....;.s, tiE Tsi for i= 1, ... , n andjE{1, ... , n} with tj....;.sjtj'
are given, then

u(tl, ... , tj, ... , tn)....;.su(tl, ... , tj', ... , tn)

....;.1: =

is the reflexive and transitive closure of....;. E and called the family
of subterm replacements induced by E.
A term t of sort s has the normal form t' if t....;.; t' and there is no t'....;. s f. This is
denoted by nf( t) = t'.
(....;. TlsES

Example 6.2. If we Iook at the specification of Example 5.2 we have, for example,
the following derivations from terms to their normal forms (we here abbreviate
pred, succ, true and negative by p, s, t and n, respectively ).

- p(s(s(p(s(O))))) ....;.natP(s(s(O))) ....;.nats(O)
- p(s(p(O)))....;. natP(s(n))
if ( t, p(s(O) ), p(O))

if (t, 0, p(O))
p(s(O))

0

The normal forms of Examples 5.2 and 4.12 are identical to the elements of the
carrier sets of the given canonical terms algebras.
Definition 6.3 . ....;.~ is called finite Church-Rosser if every term t or sort s has a
normal form, and if t....;.; fand t....;.; f', then there is a t' with f....;.; t' and f'....;.; t'.

- If ....;. t is finite Church-Rosser, each term has a unique normal form.
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Example 6.4. For the sets of equations in Examples 4.6, 4.12 and 4.13 and for the
specifications in Example 5.2 and Appendices A and B the families of subterm
replacements ~ ~ are finite Church- Ross er.
Definition 6.5. Let specification (.l', V, E) with finite Church-Rosser ~~ be given.
The normal form algebra (NF, FNF, okNF) is defined as follows:
(a) NF=<NFs)sES· NFs are the normal forms of sort s.
(b) FNF = <uNF)a-E.:E· For u: sJ x · · · x sn ~ s and normal forms ti of sort si for
i = 1, ... , n, the function uNF is given by
uNF(tl, ... , tn) =nf(u(tl, ... , tn)).

(c) okNF = <okNF,s)sES· Fora normal form t of sort s, okNF,s is defined by
TRUE
OkNF s(t) = {
FALSE
,

if there is an ok term t' with nf( t') = t,
otherwise.

- The finite Church-Rosser property guarantees the well-definedness of the functions uNF·
- (NF, FNF, okNF) is a .l'-algebra with ok predicates satisfying part ( d) of our
definition for algebra: Let ok function symbol u: sJ x · · · x sn ~ s and normal
forms ti of ok terms ti' with sort si for i = 1, ... , n be given. Then we have
okrs(u(tl', ... ,tn'))=TRUE and
u(tl', ... , tn')~';u(tl, ... , tn)~';nf(u(tl, ... , tn)).

This implies

- A normal form t is ok in the normal form algebra if and only if there is an ok
term t' which has t as its normal form. In this sense the ok terms dominate the
error terms or, in other words, if an error term is equivalent to an ok term, this
'heals' the error term. If the rules are ok term preserving, which means there is no
<t, t') E E ( T.:E) with ok( t) = TRUE and ok( t') = F ALSE, the ok predicates in the
normal form algebra are determined by the normal forms themselves.
- Every normal form algebra is a canonical term algebra.
Example 6.6. As mentioned above, the normal forms ofthe specification in Example
5.2 are identical with elements of the carrier sets of the canonical term algebra given
in that example. The same holds for the functions uNF and u.:E,E for every u E .l'
and the predicates okNF,s and ok.:E,E,s for every s ES. So the normal form algebra
and the quotient term algebra are isomorphic.

The next theorem shows that this is not incidentally so.
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Theorem 6.7. Let specification (.r, V, E) withfinite Church-Rosser --?~ be given. Then
the quotient term algebra T2:.E and the normal form algebra NF are isomorphic.
Proof. Parts of the proof follow some ideas of Wand [15], who deals with algebras
without ok predicates. Let us first characterise ""' by the following proposition:

t=st'

~

nf(t)=nf(t')

fort,t'ET

5

•

({::::): lf we have nf( t) = nf( t'), then
t = t1 --? s t2 . .. tn- 1 --? s nf( t) = nf( t') s+- tm- 1, ... t2' s+- t1, = t'
and so t ""'s t'.
(==}): lf we have t ="" s t', then t = t1 ~s t2 ~s t3 ... tn- 1 ~s tn = t' with each ~s =
--? 5 or ~s = 5 +-. We prove our proposition by induction on the length n of this
derivation.
If n = 0, then t = t' and so nf( t) = nf( t') is valid.
In the induction step we assume nf(tJ) = nf(tn- 1).
If we have tn-1 5 +-tn, then tn-?- 5 tn-1--?';nf(tn-J)=nf(tl) and so nf(tl)=
nf(tn)<:>nf(t) = nf(t') holds.
lf we have tn - 1 --? s tn, then tn--?; nf( tn- 1) = nf( tl) holds due to the finite
Church-Rosser property and so nf(t1) = nf(tn)~nf(t) = nf(t') is valid.
We now define a family of mappings from the normal form algebra into the
quotient term algebra:
h: NF--? T2:,E,
hs : t >--? [ t'J

h = (hsJseS•

We now show: h is a strict, injective and surjective morphism.
- h respects the Operations:
Let rJ: sl x · · ·X sn _.,. s and normal forms ti of sort si be given.
h5 (rJNp(t1, ... , tn)) = h5 (nf(rJ(t1, ... , tn))) = [nf(rJ(t1, ... , tn))]

= [rJ(tl, ... , tn)] = rJ2:,E([tl], ... , [tn]) = rJ2:,E(hsl(t1),,,., hsn(tn)).
- h is strict:
Let normal form t of sort s be given. lf okNF,s ( t) = TRUE, then there is a t' with
okT,J t') = TRUE and t'--? 7 t. So we have
ok2:,E,s(h 5 (t)) = Ok.r,E,s([t]) = Ok2:,E,s([t']) = TRUE.
If okNF,s(t) = FALSE, then for all terms t' which have t as their normal form,
okT,s( t') = FALSE. This implies ok.r,E,s(hs(t)) = ok2:,E,s([t]) = FALSE due to our
characterisation of ==.
- h is injective:
Let normal forms t, t' of sort s be given. Then we have
h5 (t)=h 5 (t')

==}

[t]=[t'J

==}

t="' 5 t 1

==}

t=nf(t)=nf(t')=t'

due to our definitions of h and == E and our characterisation of = E·
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Let [t]E T:;;,E,s be given. Then hs(nf(t))=[nf(t)]=[t] is valid.
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Appendix A

This example gives a stack of nat description including exception handling:
0: ~nat
succ: nat ~ nat
new: ~stack
push : stack x nat ~ stack
pop: stack ~ stack: unsafe
top: stack ~ nat : unsafe
underflow: ~ stack: unsafe
topless : ~ nat: unsafe.
The carrier sets and the ok predicates Iook like
Anat = No u { enat}
Astack = N~ u { estack}

oknat(n) = (n E No)
okstack(s) = (s E Nt).

The functions are defined by
oA:~o

SUCCA:

n+ 1 if n E N 0 ,
n~

{

if n = ena"

enat

newA:~s

pushA: (s,

n)~ {

s.n

if s E N~ and n E N 0 ,

otherwise,
1'f SE N+
0 , s=s .n,

estack

I

otherwise,

·r
1 SE N+
0 ,s=s.n,
I

otherwise,
UnderflOW A: ~ estack
toplesSA; ~ enat•
The axioms E using ok variables n and s and unsafe variables n+ and s+ of sort
nat and stack, respectively are given by
pop(push(s, n)) = s
pop(new) = underflow
top(push(s, n)) = n
top(new) =topless
succ( topless) =topless

I* classical stack axioms *I

I* error propagating axioms *I
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push(underflow, n+) = underflow
push(s+, topless) =underflow
pop( underflow) = underflow
top( underflow) =topless.
The quotient term algebra T2.,E is isomorphic to the given model. It is now easy to
specify an error recovery function
recover: stack...,. stack

if SE Nt,
recover A : s'""" {:

if s =

estacb

by giving the equations recover(s) = s and recover(underflow) = new using ok variable s.

Appendix B

We want to specify an error recovery stack which means pop and top have to
yield ok results when applied to certain error stacks, e.g.,
pop(push(new, top(new))) = pop(push(new, topless))= new
top(push(pop(new), 0)) = top(push(underflow, 0)) = 0.
The signature is the same as in Appendix A, but the carrier sets, where we have
especially to decode the error recoverable stacks, and the functions are different.
Anat

= No u { enat}

Astack

= N~ u No u N~ u {estack}

ok(n) = (n E N 0 )
ok(s) = (s E Nt)

OA:'"""O
succ A
new A

:

n+ 1

if n E N 0 ,

enat

if n = enat>

n'""" {

: '""" E

s.n

s
pushA: (s, n)'"""

l~stack

ifok(s) and ok(n),
if ok(s) and not 9k(n),
if not ok(s) and ok( n ),

if not ok( s) and not ok( n ),
s'
ifok(s)ands=s'.n,
pop A: S'""" s'
if not ok( s) and s = s',
{
estack
otherwise,
ifok(s) and s = s'.n,
ifnot ok(s) and s = !},
otherwise,
UnderflOW A:'""" estack
topleSSA:'""" enat•
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We now give the axioms E using the same variables as in Appendix A:
pop(push(s, n+))=s
pop(new) = underflow
top(push(s+, n)) = n
top(new) =topless.
Again, we first describe the carrier sets of

TI,E

by the following productions:

:: = 0 Isucc( (ok-nat))
:: = newl push((ok-stack), (ok-nat))
:: = underflow I
push( (err-stack), (err-nat)) I
push((err-stack), (ok-nat)) I
(i)
push( (ok-stack), (err-nat)) I
(ii)
(err-pop)
:: = pop( underflow) I
(err-pop)
pop(push( ( err-stack), ( ok-nat))) I
pop(push( (err-stack), (err-nat))) I
pop( (err-pop))
(err-nat)
:: =topless I
top( underflow) I
top(push( (ok-stack), (err-nat))) I
top(push( (err-stack), (err-nat))) I
top( (err-pop) ).

(ok-nat)
(ok-stack)
( err-stack)

Piease note, terms which need the productions (i) or (ii) as the first step in their
derivation correspond to the Jy0 and Nt elements of Astack· The correctness morphism
h : TI.E ~ A is defined in the following way:
- hnat: TI,E,nat ~ Anat
t !---'? {

n

if tEL( (ok-nat)) with t = succn (0),

enat

if tEL( (err-nat) ),

- hstack,ok: TI,E,stack,ok ~ Astack,ok
t !---'? {

E

ift=new,

hstack,ok( t1 ).hnat( t2)

if t = push( tl, t2),

- hstack,err:

T~,E,stack,err ~

hstack,ok(tl)
(!---'? hnat(t2)
{
estack

Astack,err

if t = push(tl, t2) with tl E L((ok-stack)),
ift=push(tl,t2)witht2EL((ok-nat)),
otherwise.

Using this morphism we can prove that the given specification is correct with respect
to the model algebra A.

M.
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If we want to get a strongly correct specification, we have to add the following
axioms using additionally ok variables nl and n2 of sort nat:

pop( underfiow) = underfiow
pop(push( underfiow, n +)) = underfiow
top( underfiow) =topless
top(push(s+, topless) =topless
push( underfiow, topless) = underfiow
push(push(s, topless), n) = push(underfiow, n)
push(push(s, topless), topless)= underfiow
push(push(underfiow, nl), n2) = push(underfiow, n2)
push(push(underfiow, n ), topless)= underfiow.
Then the quotient term algebra
(ok-nat)
(ok-stack)
(err-nat)
( err-stack)

TJ:,E

is described by

:: = 0 Isucc( (ok-nat))
:: = newlpush((ok-stack), (ok-nat))
::=topless
:: = underfiow I
push((ok-stack), topless) I
push( underfiow, (ok-nat))
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